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IIF:CONINIENDATION
ilie committee finall’j,
did reach its decision on which
candidate it wanted as union di’..elor and forwarded this recommendation to Pres. Wahlquist tor
Ins consideration.
!,.tilbirtts of the committee hope!
oe able to name the union di -11
tor before the eonclusion of this
:nester, hilt this depends on hots
ong it takes Pres. Wahlquist to
, -leader the matter.

Yosh May Get Funds

Open-End
To Discuss
Sex Tonight

This is fhe fourih in a series of ar
tides surveying the problems of the
College Union Plenning Committee
and ifs sub-commiffees.
Hy DON Bl’ITON
Key man in the operation of the
proposed $3.6 million C’ollege Union
will be the College Union director.
The director selection sub-committee is charged with selecting
the man for this post. For the past
semester, members of the subcommittee, headed lis Pete McGrath, have contacted union directors throughout the United
States looking for someone intere,terl in the position.
The field was finally narrowed
lofts’ etthrtirliites. ss:hri were invited to visit the campus.
All the tours extended over a
twreday period and were identical
for each of the prospect’s,. union
directors.
NO PUBLICITY
also conduct..if
The tours
without puldieds so each director
\sould get an equal and eitrulgt,
t.ietv of the campus.
The sub-committee was hindered I
in making its final selection as to
which one of the candidates it
would recommend, because the adininistrative organization sub-corn-I
mittee had not yet determined the!
relationship between the union director and the rest of the college.
Most of the candidates wanted
to know the administrative organization planned for the union before
they would conunit themselves to
the position.
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THE RUMFORD HOUSING ACT and Initiative Constitutional
Amendment were topics for the SJS Speakers Bureau in yesterday’s discussion in SDI 17. Participants pictured are, seated,
(I. to r.), Jim Steward, Carol Kopp, Teri Mytkos, and Mike Freed.
Standing, (I. to r.), are Mike Anthony, Barbara Durlester, and
Sherman Ellis.

Rumford Act Debated
Before Student Crowd
.\
aparity (Tow’ attended the
sis Speakers,’ Bureau debate. in\ ol\ me the Rumford AO and the
Init iative Const it utional Amendment, yesterday in SDI17.
The bureau. under the direction
of Dr. Howard I.. Miller, speech
activities staff director issued pro
and con statements about the
Rumford Act and its mid initiative. Questions from the auilienee
Four panel members svere pro Rumford and anti -Initiative
’Michael Freed. Teri Mstkos. Jim
Steward, find calol E.,H, while

Dr. Williams Gets
Engineering Title
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HE MAY NOT LOOK HAPPY in this picture, but judo coach
Yosh Uchida, seated, far right, cheered up later during the
Financial Committee meeting yesterday. The group voted to rer,:mbuse Uchicias $934.
quest Sb.cient Ccmacil
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Flicks To Feature
Story of Witches
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Last Shots Today

Son of a Conservative

CHEER Kill’slIcHILV %NIS N NNVIT
So\ let Premier Nikaa Khrtish,lPli
Were greeted hy <therein’
(hey and President Gamal Alxlel
crowds yesterdaY on their arrival to continue talks on their (lit lc, el.’
stews of Arab unity.
Thousands of excited Egyptians cheered. throw flowers find ie
the
lutiSed white doves as Khrushchey and Nasser rode
streets from the railroad station on their stay to Itaselt in Palace. ex King Farouk’s former seaside resittence
IROVII1T1.NS
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Sittinc, on the wet lawn in
iron! of the Cafeteria. yesterday
pan.. Ramirez waited for

co-ops on this campus
liecausit he feels there is an ,,\
, Mamma, lark
cominlm...,11,,IJ
amom, students. Ile was
N"
one sho\sist up at the meeting.
,
Ramirez said he %sill try again
dome-, the slimmer session and
in the fall.

India
:11
!Kumar and E. B. Meraal
ot nonspeak on the philosoph
violence and their recent 7.500ilie.5 Elmo.
mile svalk for tatitee
St.. tonight at s
The speeeh stk ill be sponsored fiN
the Student Peace L’nion.
Kumar and Menon are students
rif the philosophy of non-violence
promulgated by Nlithalma Ghandi

4inl...eceloriinnIL:Ja said that the men ;IT,
1.111,killed laborers hut have ...,
tOrifted collet:es like
, Coltra
Ilia, Una ersity of California
Berkeley. Mu-higiin, find Pura a
ha\
revel \ ed bachelor\ tit -

Auto Victim’s Father
On Campus Today

B’ALLACE PLANS TO t:NTEll LOUISI.%N
lon’"fooed h 1’1.0,1.11 lo show tip 1,,T. the meet MONTGOMERY, Ala. fri’D Gfa’ Gcort-14’
yesterday he will extend his states’ rights campaign to Louisiana by Inv, he hail called to disciiis estahbidding for that state’s presidential electors.
ii.hinent of cooperattve
int: cent a ke is hat t le " gaitts t federal ters for simmer and fall sessions.
The segregat ion ist said he WOU
power" to LOUISittna fit the request of the free elector movement there.
saal he derailed to try
JUDI( GARLAND BOOED IN AUSTRALLY
MELBOURNE, Australia itlinr- - Singer Judy Garland took oft
lor Sydney yesterday. leaving behind a furor oVer her Mellionine convert, for which she showed up late and was txxJed by an audience
of 7,0(X),
The American star remained secreted in her hotel until she went
to the airport, arrising late. She refused to see newsmen who wore
anxious to discuss Wtstnesday night’s pertorminee.

Students To Speak
On 7500 -Mile Walk
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Co-op Meeting
Proves Point;
No Attendance
.1 I.,.

.
.-- engineers ii.
:as. yed in the Bii,,
Art...N:11111,4 11, a recent suri.e
nit: ducted hy Dr fi. P. 1.0eunha, ii:fleiate professor of electrical er-

cases when We have
it tentative
Of 110S’
tnen who might qual0, reiiiie,ted funds have been rejected
so we waited until the .111dr, team
Branzan stated
HP also said he had not been
asvare he could request council to
pass a statement pledging to support the team it it did qualify.
Finanee Committee passed a resolution slitting that because of the
time difference involved and the
breakdovvn of communications between council and the athletic department. the group would ask
council to pass the issue.
Uchida later stated. "I thought
the group would be fair about the
whole thing. In the beginning they
didnd understand the whole situation ’
ii.

In:11

World Wire

’ypriots.

Survey Describes
Heavy Layoffs
In Bay Industry

Uchida. Olympie judo coach as
well iis cofieh at SJS. hart been
previously chareed with failure to
follow procedure of submitting
fund request, one week before
FAB would consider it
"The ida,olute form of tlJe procolures act was in fact violated,
but in spirit I don’t beliese
was,- said Mike Freed, senior representative. Uthida stibmit tett his;
reqUest two hours 1,clore FAB
met.
Athletic director Bob Bronzan.
speaking for Uchida who was sit line in the gallery. said a requisition a week ahead of time was impossihle in this case_ Elimination
trials were held only live days
prior to the national contest, he

SENATOR’S SON SPEAKSBarry Goldwater Jr., son of Arizona
Sen. Barry Goldwater, spoke Wednesday night to a crowd that
half-filled the Men’s Gym. The 26-year-old stockbroker from Los
Angeles said his father would unite the Republican party, and
he hopes the youth of America will help put his father in the

White House.

.m. Malkin Loftin ol a Stanford student kk 11. wax killed in an
ma. :woe-tent intolving a drunk
r III be on Seventh St to.
m on 1,, eet siena
ao he. petition
petition. to Ise presented to
Edmund G Brnwn, calls lot, :. stringent laws concerning in a ’v. -alert drivers find nr more
Ilingent enforcement of existing
laws.
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Vietnam ’Heavy Stuff’
Coming Via Cambodia
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By PIIIL NEWSONI
CPI Foreign News Analyst
Regardless of what the Cambodian delegate may tell the
United Nations. there is a conviction among American military advisers that most of the
"heavy stuff" reaching the Communist Viet Cong in South Viet
Nam is coming through Cambodia.
It is mentioned occasionally
in Saigon dispatches filed by
American correspondents but
never on the official level, perhaps out of U.S. regard for the
sensibilities of Cambodian Premier Prince Sihanouk whose
friendship the Lnited States
would like to retain.
The fact that Cambodia now
has seen fit to bring charges of
aggression against the United
States and South Viet Nam may
mean that the gloves finally will
come off.
The "heavy stuff" would be
the machineguns. mortars, high
explosives and such other equipment as the Reds could adapt
to their spreading guerrilla war
in the waterlogged delta.
The American and Vietnamese
sources believe that of the land
and sea routes used by the
Communists to reinforce the Red
guerrilla forces in South Viet
Nam, the heavy ea uipment
comes almost entirely by water.
Manpower reinforcements
come via the flo Chi Minh trail
along the mountainous spine of
eastern Laos.
Water-borne supplies are loaded aboard ship or barge, either
in Red China or at Haiphong,

Enrollment Violations
Result in Reg Woe
RING THESE final weeks of school. some 500
SJS students !lase been receiving some rather unpleasant news from the Admissions Office. .% tastefully worded letter infortns stutlents that because their
-registration materials for this spring semester. 1964,
were mistiser they will have to register with the last
group in-tead of in the regular alphabetical order next
fall.
These siolations of registration procedures usually
result from a student trying to help a friend by lending
out packets. In order to help a friend get classes. a good
number of students will lose their registration priority
this fall.
Reg,istration auditing is a new institution this semester. Dr. Ralph H. Cummings. associate dean of admissions. reports that auditing will. from now on, be a
regular feature of registration.
Students would be well-advised to consider this and
the possible consequences during registration next fall
when they are tempted to -help a friend."
They also would do well to keep in mind the following warning contained in the letter sent out to violators: -Since this decision is final it will not be possible
for 1111 to request a change or to appeal this action."
W. W.

Maryland Primary
And Gov. Wallace
GO\
NOR of labama got 43 per cent of the
THE
vote in the Maryland Democratic primary. and he
says he’s elated. which well he may be. in view of
the tendency of rnany pundits to run down the street
crying alas and alack. the sky is falling. and what will
happen to the cisil rights bill now? Governor VS’allare
was running in (1) a state which has been disturbed by
Negro demonstrations in Cambridge, by the Supreme
Court’s ban on public school prayers. and by a Federal
court’s order to reapportion the Legislature; (2) a state
which. though it lies north of Washington. D.C., cherishes a great deal of Dixie sentimentalism. and (3) a
state in which the civil rights issue was given very unexciting leadership by Senator Brewster. the stand-in for
[’resident Johnson.
If the results seetn alarming to civil rights pmponents. they may calm themselses by asking how Gov.
Wallace would base run if he had been confronted directly by the man lie was really running against. Lyndon
Johnson. Mr. Johnson. it seems safe to say.. would have
chopped back
allace’s sote by appealing to the moral
-enr.e of Marylanders on the necessity of equalizing the
rights of Negro., For lark of effort and fervor in the
iireu-ter campaign. this powerful force of morality was
miassakened
many.
Furthermore. the point should not be oserlooked
that the NeLrro star was apparently decisise in the defeat
NN allace Seseral conclusions can be drawn from this.
but the one we find most compelling is that if the Nf
groes
tlabanta were allowed to sote. as those of Maryland do. Gosernor
:snare would not have been in
Maryland pounding the stump in the first place.
.San Francivo Chronicle

Thrust and Parry
Wendy Glen Ad
Called Irrelevant
Editor:
The open letter concerning the
student morals on American
campuses (sponsored by the
management of Wendy Glen: has
no relation to articles recently
published in the Spartan Daily.
The articles published in the
Dolly are riothing snore than a
selection of student opinion concerning premarital sex in the
campus community.
"Illicit relations are leading
to out-of-wedlock pregnancies,
hasty marriages, divorce, emotional illness, the cutting short
of academic careers." Is this aresult of sexual promiscuity, or
ignorance concerning birth control methods?
Judge Barron seem.s to think
that contemporary college girls
are as naive as the ’young innocents’ of her time. Has all sex
education in recent years been
wasted?
Can one example be representative of all campus sexual
activity?
Can morally strong girls be
overwhelmed by the pressure to
conform?
Why blame parents when the
decision is always up to the individual girl?
Is it the duty of college administrators to dictate "acceptable" standards of social behavior?
Of course parents views differ
from those of their off spring,
who are living in a community
that has different moral standards than those of the Previous
generation. Who says the comments made by individuals. and
reported in the Spartan Dally,

are a consensus of the entire
campus community? Judgments
were not made, facts were
stated.
"Would boys enjoy watching
or knowing their sisters have
intercourse vvith their friends or
strangers?" Hugh M. Hefner,
owner, editor, and publisher of
Playboy magazine, made this
reply to a similar comment by
a medical doctor, "Physician,
heal thyself. The sick scene you
have fantasized does not change
our original statement, which
you misquote-the simple observation that not all sex outside
marriage is ugly or unenjoyable
but it may reveal something
about your own psychic problems." (Playboy; May, 1964, p.
127 t.
"Would students tell their parents that they were going out to
a party for intercourse?" Would
a father tell his daughter that he
was about to have sexual intercourse with his wife?
Isn’t individual freedom and
individual privacy part of the
American way of life? Can’t
people be allowed to determine
and set their own moral codes?
Do the girls of Wendy Glen
agree with the management
(whoever that isi?
John It. Dorn
AsB 11504
John H. Sergeant
ASII H17726
Cliedsey
ASB A9067
Joyce Jaeohni
ASH A4028
Catherine Smartt
ASII A91;90
;largo’ Bennett
ASB A la149
Elaine Katzman
AlnIt13

Some Bugs Make Good Eating

nuts."

In deciding upon a name for
earh of the dishes she gave them
names that reflected ’oration
found. taste, or part of the actual name.
She said. "I tried to stay away
from u.sing t.he insects’ common
names because that would remind us of what we were about
to cook. and perhaps turn us
against it."
A -Handy Taste Table" was
atehitied in Miss Adams’ report.
to WV!’ l’earlerti a way to compare insect tastes with the tastes
of regillar food.
For the taste of Old Fashioned
Hoppers, Miss Adams gave the
comparison of boiled egg yolk,
Bushman rakes was compared

U.46.1t0:118140t1"....-
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/nsect Cookbook
By KAREN CHRISTIANSEN
Crispy Critters. Fitighdad Tidbits, South American Sphinx
Fritters. .riger Hooch and Yafaha Shrimp Paste arr a few of
the recipe:: found in "The Adams
Insect Cookbook" or "37 Recipes
For Insects as Hurnan Food "
Marv. Ann Adams. students in
Dr. Carl Duncan’s entomology 50
class, wrote a cook book on the
benefits of inserts as human food
for a ftI’t11 paper this semester.
As Pe: (took book was put together mid as Miss Arlanis made
up names and recipes, she writes
"I had completeli forgotten that
I was writing about insects and
not about ’minute rice’ or pea-

port for Communist North Viet
Nam’s capital of Hanoi. They
then are sent by sea to be offloaded at one of the silt -filled
mouths of the Mekong River or
at a new port being built by the
Cambodians called Sihanoukville.
If at Sihanoukville, the supplies then are sent under regular commercial consignment to
the Cambodian capital of Phnom
Penh where they again are offloaded for the trip down the
Mekong to the guerrillas.
The Mekong forms Parts
of international boundaries for
Burma, Laos and Thailand.
Along its route lie Luang Prabang, the royal capital of Laos
and Vientiane, its administrative capital, as well as Phnom
Penh.
The Mekong is the life-line
Southeast Asia, all things to all
men, a source of supply for the
South Vietnamese guerrill:i
source of water for the
rice bowl of the delta aii..
ancient line of ilefense
invasion.
Its many channels make effective police patrol almost impossible, and the relurtani,
the Vietnamese to enforce ii
few against night opei.c.
the Communists furthtir
cates the problem.
Prince Sihanouk
has denied that he
mitted the use of Carni,-,,h
.
t.her
a trans -shipment
or a haven for the Commiii
That’s what makes thi . .
in Viet Nam even tougher titan
the war in Korea.

to raviar anti Grasshopper Soup
to pea soup.
The recipe for Crispy Critters
reads as follows: "Take a large
number of locusts, throw them
on a screen over a fire in order
to burn off the wings and legs.
Roast them a second time where
upon each grasshopper is masted individually. They will taste
like nuts, but there is very
little left on them ta eat."
For Silkies, two cups of chrysalis of the silk worm, one -halt’
a cup of butter and one raw egg
yolk are needed. ’The butter is
melted in a frying pan and the.
pupas or ehrysalis are fried. adding the egg yolk, they make delicioua morsels."
Dr. Duncan reqiiirad all entn-

mology 50 students to turn in
two term papers during the semester. One must deal with the
beneficial relations between man
and insect and the other with
non-beneficial relations.
Miss Adams concludes her paper by saying, "Inserts are not
eaten in much quantity, if at all,
in this country, but I think it is
only because of the eating habits we have been brought up on.
"If we realize just what values
there are to eating insects, the
variety they mold aild to our
diets and also if we think of the
food shortage problem that is
faring the world twiny, I think
that maybe a second thought
will be given to the lowly incert."

Public Orgies
On Campus
Editor:
Spartan Daily reported that
its articles on sex were the result of exhaustive research and
presented a trite picture of the
moraLs of college students. If
this is nothing more nor less
than the situation as it actually
exists, and if our institution of
higher learning should mold Its
policies to reflect the desires of
those attending, perhaps we can
stage sit-ins, public demonstrations, petitions to government.
etc., to obtain what we really
want . . . public orgies on campus. I’m sure that enough noise
could induce our legislature to
devote the inner quad to this
purpose and if we brought
enough pressure to bear maybe
we could get the administration
to provide the refreshments. I
won’t go into the possibilities
that this line of thought suggests
in rearranging the emphasis of
our academic program . . . but
then probably some minority
group would protest and spoil
our little program and deprive
us of what we "all really want
from college."
Kent Francis
AsB An3a7

Student Answers
’Council’ Letter
In response to Harold J. DeBey’s lett.er of May 20. I would
like to humbly retract my "le
ekais" statement that the Student. Council spent $1.000 on
booze for their transition retreat.
Such a liquor hill for even a
large group is rather incredible
However. the fact that they did
hold the conference at the rather
plush Brookdale Lodge and had
a filet mignon dinner to boot
does not excuse the whole situation.
My letter, while overtly bitter toward Student Council and
it. actions. was also a comment
Illf irl’PSCIII state of affairs
regard to Mo;it this college
dem governnient.
I do agree with DeBey that it
is unfortunate that many sta.
dent body offices are unfilled
and many committees are lacking in personnel. It is a pox on
this student body that more people don’t take an active interest
in their stiolent government
I have been here tali ve,r,
and only now do I realite Mit
the (only way to express stipliof
views is through student action
i.e. running for officei. We
shoold be glad that the Ninth
St reef gang, regardless .if what

self interest they might pursue,
is willing to do the work required of administrating the
student affairs of this C011euf
HOWCV01". II IS extremely ifffortunate that these student oificials get into their positions
unopposed. There must be among
this student liody of 20.000. numerous people capable of holding office.
Student interest. whether it
be, negative or positive, should
be expressed and the recent student body elections show the
state SIS student goverrunent
is now in.
In VieNV of the overall displeasure which a lot of students
have toward student council. I
hope that they will do something
overt about the whole thing instead of just yell -Crow." I
think that Student Council need:
to reexamine its purpose and its
responsibility to the students. I
also think that the students
must examine the responsibility
they have as members (if the college community.
If neither happens, I am afraid
either tht raiincil will bury it_
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self or the students will bury it
for them.
Michael Murphy
Asti 1311;
;CrZe-..40:4007001" -17.401".e

One Airy cepeice

"WORK
OF
ART"
SWEATERS
CASHMERE COATS
OUR SPECIALTY
DISCOUNT WITH ASII CARD

0
0

s
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Art acatters
398 E. Santa Clara :#.293..010301
/MI

.
flINESE LAITTERN
Enjoy your party this
weekend & leave the
cooking to us ...
Complete Chinese dinner

fo go

Phone CY 2-8772
173 W Santo Clara St.

Look For
Our Sign
ire

Cheeseburger

29c
What a real meat meal . . .
compare with any in town

th &
Fernonclo
(Across from Library)

BURGERS/

.1=

Japanese Are 1-lep’
Thanks to Dagwood
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Dave Puy.
was a mmber aboard the Univer
iity of the Seven Seas, floating world
university, last semester. He visited
Yokohama university
Japan and
literature class in January).
BAN’E PAYNE
The Japanese are known as
great imitators of United States
products and customs, bUi for
a long time one thing ..ey
could not master, nor even understand, was the good 0111
Anglo "slang."
In the ’50s, Ditewood. anti
.1.1.y
1:1,,t, I ie comic Irnd;
1,,11,r1.1r

MEN -WOMEN
OVER 21
EARN $ I 500-$3000
DURING VACATION
Plus $60-$80 per week parttime during the school. This is
no pipe dream. You can do it
if you have drive and determination.

CALL
l)m,

id l’ersen

stINIETHING NEW
.
e
r a choler stir. I loll
iif iteh 111111) LI. 1,01.1,
ItRIDESNI %IDS
ROA
VLII.S. etc. at
14.1
ute asailuble 011 a RENT
tSIS.

244.6900
for interview

164 7552

Trust ’The Man
L lin Wears
The Star
ow lire your sari use tri

lune.
lictoo. the old /jog
’,raisins !roam
oar ot fog
of olir espert taarsuips
trsrlas.

04

part an Texaco
4th and San Carlos

ahmit the delicious
pizza at

CUGGINOS’ PIZZA
862 N. 13th
292-8119

Spartan of the Week

This week’s Spartan is Art Patch. Art, a senior advertising major, was just appointed by the advertising department to serve
as Advertising manager for the summer edition of the Spartan
Daily. Congratulations Art Patch.

F.(c.- by

member

..1141.11=1101

ENCANE5IENTS
Gloria Trouts, Alpha Omicron Pi junior elementary education
major !tom Los Altos to Mann) Hollaki., Delta Sigma Phi. currently
stationed al Fort Ord. An August wedding is planned.
Dianne Kennedy, senior elementary education major to Day ill
Funk, employee at Lockheed Propulsion plant from Vane.,
Wash. the wedding will be in August.
Sherry sehineter, Alpha Omicron Pi freshman interior decoration major from Hacienda Heights to Robert Dobson, math and
science major at the University of Southern CalifArnia.
Shiela Carlsen, senior elementary education major from San
Mateo to 11111) Bailey, senior cheinistry major tram San Mateo. A
February. 1965 wedding is planned.
Jayne Christensen, Alpha Omicron Pi junior nursing major
from Fullerton to Jay Neal, senior business major from Santa Clara.
Linda shomaker, Sigma Kappa senior education major from
Long Beach to Joe Segstr, junior social science major from Inglewood. The wedding is planned for Dec. 20.
Linda Mines, freshman interior decorating major from Santa
Ana to Jerry Ford, sophomore business major from Santa Ana. A
September wedding is planned.
Gary Cooke, sophomore industrial management major. from
Portland, Ore., to Linda NI. Beretta of Olinda. An August wedding
is planned.
Dick whyte, Sigma Pi senior social science major from Pomona
Hirt:helm of Costa Mesa. NVedding date is set for June 19.
to
Merilei ohs. junior kindergarten-primary major from San Carlos
to Rob Downer, Sigma Pi senior social science major from Morgan
Mill. The wedding will be June 19.
NIARRIAGEs
Zamhnino, senior elementary educatien nlajoe to Joseph Liens, SJS graduate in
chemistry. The wedding took
place Nlay 9 at Lake Tahoe.
GIRLS
Cathy Morin, senior business
major trom Santa Barbara, to
Keep in shape a+ the
Brad pat lllll t. SJS graduate in
SAN JOSE
business and psychology from
Antos. The Nleft(lIng was MaY 16
HEALTH CLUB
str***********************
personal attention
and
GORESULTS IN 60 DAYS
3" off waist
I" off thigh
3" off hip
12-15 lbs. wgt.
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3" on
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Dancing
Refreshments
Lots of Laughs
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Eric
Peterson*
says .
ttStands to reason that a life
insurance policy designed expressly for colleg men -and
sold only to coliege mengives
you the most benefits for your
money when you consider that
college men are preferred insurance risks. Call me and 1’11011 you
in on THE BENEFACTOR, College LIfe’s famous policy. exclusively tor college men,/

"SEA SIREN" ...
The Swimmer’s swimsuit as well as those who find water
skiing and surfing their favorite sports. A classic faille
lastex princess sheath with the Original ’Strtch-Strap’
outlining a scoop neck and low cut back. Perfection of
figure profile is achieved with a boneless ’Sta-cup’
inner bra.

Sizes 8/16

*ERIC PETERSON

Saturday Night

1060 Hack Ave.
Campbell, Calif.
Tel.: 378-0218

Ray Corre &
The Vern Schnaidt Trio

114************* ****** ***

’+’)THING
S --r about
the paychecks ycir will
s
IS to eriresenrative
Books of the Western
Great
trad;cr, y
World. ‘1..1.--,
’,Ore per sunens
,
S
r rr.e.re, ttonod ond
.
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: :r, try ;onq hoars

COLORS: Poppy-Orange-Lemon -Red Hot-ShockingBlue Sky-Fuchsia-Royal.Jade-Lime-Black-White

(AND WE’RE NOT KIDDING)

21748 Almaden Rd.
New Almaden

Catch A BIG Job!

SALE

*
*

;I, "Me Playhowe

Ismations are $1 and all proceeds will go to the Santa Clara
Vaiiey Youth Village. Foster
I lorne.

455 L WIWAII * now 10th Strati
Opon Thurs. Nites
CY 4-7629

* I

BLOOMS

SJS students I3ob McLemore
arid Ann Phillips will appear in
a benefit hootenanny contest
toni,M1 at A at fluschser High
School, MOO Benton, Santa
Clara.
Also appearing at the hoot will
be Herm Wyatt, Hubbard and
Thompson. and Paul Ziegler.
First place winner will reeelve
$r)5(laic;:sectloond place, $25; and third

VIE
, I L.DED
dlow" CAGE

for

*

3059 STEVENS CREEK
244-6772

0

The Match Box

as
es

(In the absence of society editor Judi* Block. former Spartan Doily
sten member Maryanne LaGuairdia wrote tody’s column).
it starts tad -,10sly. First symptoms Ure in the air already ...
only the DAR (damned average raisers) are affected by it this
e,,,
Hour.% ei m.ithin a week. it will have spread throughout the
campus.
It begins with an unpinpointed anxiety, grows into slight ner.., . tension. then progresses to smere headache soon afterward.
often characterized by la,* of sleep, coffee nerve "shakes,"
iix, many cigarettes, and bloodshot eyes.
Once these intermediate symptoms have set in, the blight is too
far along to he slopped. Even trips to the library instead of Die
health center can’t help now.
’file last stage of the ailment soon follows. Earlier symptoms
Were only preliminaries to the critical stage of the di.sease . . .
PANIC.
Nlodern medical men have in, 1,,,criptive term for this malady
They leave it 101. the college student to name. It’s called . .
FINALS START NEXT WEEK.
s PIIII
BEI.T.t
The 1,,,ihr,r, Delta Sit,r/T1
Phi will hork,r their tfranitill
seniors this StnielaN at a tileak
fast at Miller’s steak House.
Senior Wills and Prophesies will
be delivered by an internationBeautifully furnished,
ally famous yachtsman and bon
vivant. whose identity is kepi
spacious apart merits
secret for his ov.n protection.
The DSP’s recently seleited
for women.
Carole Pelloquin, Alpha Omicron
Pi, a new Delta Sig Little Sister
CHI OMEGA
Ron Carrie, Sigma Chi, was
Apply For Fall Now
formally initiated into the order
of Chi Omega Knighthood at a
SUMMER RATES
special ceremony held last night
Ron was feted at a dinner held
(JUNE -SEPTEMBER)
in honor of the liniglds. Among
the guests of honor were Bob
Pisano. Steve Larson, Rick Linnewah, Tony Eruh.es, Bob Powers, John Olsen. Pete Caldwell.
I3ill Aaberg, and Lenny. Peter.
102 South Ilth
sen. all Chi Ornega Knights.
GAMMA P111 BETA
Denny Smith. Pi Kappa Alpha.
was recently minted Gamma Phi
Tvian for 1964-65. The announc,
meet was made at the Gamma
Phi Beta Spring Pledge Dane,.
held at Almaden Country Chub
Runners up to Denny were Terry
Moore. Sigma Alpha Epsilon:
Jim shorn. Delta Sigma Phi.
Terry McDonnel, Theta Chi; and
Tom Christ., Alpha Tau Omega

Ultra New
Apartments On
Fraternity Row

respeelp.,!,Oldrariduirt
of :\1:, Phi F:psilon is
Maureen Schist.. Kristin Friend son %vas named outstanding
pledge.
In addition to the NIti Phi Epsilon honors, several members
were given awards from the
music department. Pianist Nancy Daggett was named outstanding instrumentalist; Jennifer
Chase and Sharon Gilbert. tied
for outstanding vocalist; Camilla
Sheldon and Nancy Daggett,
tied for outstanding student;
Alice Elsworth and Eunice Moore
were honored for outstanding
work in music education.

Mu Phi Epsilon, international
professional music sorority, iflitiated 12 new members Sunday
May 17, in the college chapel.
The new initiates are Carolyn
Butts, Kristin Erlendson, Janet
Gilbert, Sharon Gilbert, Nancy
Gustason, Jennifer Jones, Sharon Kelly, Karen Krough, Sherri, Martin, C’heryll Mellot, Sharon Nease, and Kathy Payne.
Many honors were bestowed
upon Mu Phi Epsilon members
for outstanding work during the
past year. Outstanding senior
and freshman of the sorority are
Nancy Daggett and Cheryl’ N101-

-Thy Traditional Brogue

71 SOUTH FIRST
295-3073

d Payne

Music Sorority Initiates
Twelve New Members

Worthmore

The FLORSHEIM Shoe Shops

Day

FROM THE 1MU (underground oven) is hoisted the first of six
Kalu Pigs by five members of the Hawaiian Club as part of the
menu for the annual luau presented last weekend. The rest of
the feast was flown in from Hawaii. More than 500 persons
enjoyed the food and danced to the music of Eddie Malie and
his Islanders.

Featuring the shoe of the week

"WORTHMORE BROGUES"
1795 to 1995

- - - Students To Sing

by
judie block
society editor

00/0111.1.

Friends tell friends

IPARTAN DALD-T-4
Friday. May ’22, 1904

1-,"

(Vuncli, n u die

iit course). Eitt the
Ameticiiii "slang" was "100 far
out" for the Japanese to eomprehend.
The solution was soon remedied by Yokohaffla University
Professor Ilagiwara, instructor
of English and American literature.
Dr. Ilaeiwara collected hundreds of the Bumstead lamily’s
comic magazines and turned the
whole works into a book called
"The Slang of Dagwrxxl and
Blondie."
" l’he book was a real sue.
eess," said Dr. Ifitgiwara. "Even
though the English language is
hani for the Japanese to understand. they still are eager to
learn, My hook gave them the
opportunity. to li,arn about
AIN,
slang."

The UNIQUE SHOPPE
Wrldian (corner Hamilton)

1

"N"."--

Coupon
present this coupon
and Save S.3.00
on month course
San Jose Health Club
413 E. San+a Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

"Designed with the college girl in mind"

’16*.tOTTAGE tASUALS

represenliog
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
the only Company cellmo
exclusively to College Men

S19.00

438 E. William
San Jose
297-6725

i11..in Fun*

10 a.rn. 6

Open

Thurs. Night ’till

p rn.

4--SPARTAN DAILV

Friday, May 22, 1961

Fine Arts Festival Schedule: Events Start Tomorrow
San Jose’s first
Unofficiall
Fine Arts 1- c,tival will begin
tomorrosv %soh a Rodeo Parade
forming at 9:30 a.m. at Second
and San Salvador streets. From
12:13 to 2:15 p.m. brochures
concerning the Fine Arts Festival will be handed out at tne
rodeo at Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
Following is a day-to-day outlined schedule of the Fine Arts
Festival:
SUNDAYPerforming Arts
Opening cerimonies at McCabe Hall, 5:30 p.m.
Move to Bandstand 6 to 7 p.m.
for Dixieland Bands, talks, Miss
San Jose.
Street Dancers by Obon (Japanese’ Dancers 7 to 8 p.m.
Dance recitals, Montgomery
Theater, afternoon and evening.
Johnny Green Jubilee, 8:45 to
9:45 p.m.
Visual Art% Display%
Purchase Awards Exhibit, Mceeting
Cabe Hall, FoyerRooms, May 24 to May 31, 10
a.m. to 9 p.m.
Art in Industry Display, Civic
Auditorium Foyer

Information Booth,: 1.0s Gatos
Dist.. Saratoea High School, 11
a. -n. to 3 p.m.
Display at McCabe Hall, May
24 to May 28, Flower Displays,
Antique Displays. Historical Displays, Hours, Sunday 6 a.m. to
Friday May 29. noon.
MONDAY% 31.33
Performing Arts
Bandstand, Blackford High
Symphonic Band, plus speaker
asvards 7 to 8 pm.
Roller Derby Speaker, Civic
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Oratorial Recital, M ce a be
Hall, 8:30 p.m.
Visual Arts
Demonstrations and Lectures,
McCabe Hall. 10 a.m. to 4 pan.
daily.
Arts in Action for Children,
262 S. Market St., daily 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
Outdoor Arts and Crafts
Show, City Plaza Parks, daily
I() a.m. to 6 p.m.
Roving Arts in Action, Shopping Centers, daily.
TUESDAY, MAY 26
Performing Arts
Mont g. oilic: - I miest ead High

"THE SWIM"
. t th,
HATS CLUB
Across Street from San Jose Civic Auditorium
RoCK & ROLL MUSIC BY TIIE

HAPPY HOUR. NION.-THURS. 4-6 P.M.

Spears Initiate 17

modern way to prepare

for finati; 9ive yceir 19,0,4. flowers.
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(THE Campus Florist)

8th & Santa Clara

CY 5-4321
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Tonight and tomorrow at 8:15
in the College Theater remain
as the last two nights for the
Drama Department’s production
of the farce operetta "La Perichole." It is ciirected by Dr. Jack
Neeson, associate professor of
drama. and musical direction by
Eths in Dunning, associate professor of music. Richard Pontzious,
music major, alternates musical
direction.
The operetta features Sue Hinshaw as Perichole, David McClellan as Paquillo, her lover,
and Christopher Hungerland as
the Viceroy, Don Andres.

Music Department presents its
General Chorus in concert. Monday, 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall.

r ,..tefiivaplupiktpiwittrowt,V.,110AtiWt0.200’1109,1041WW.VW‘4201.1.0.W

lot \101303\01.1.60

p.m
Lockheed Pipe Band, Bandstand, 7 to 9 p.m.
Junior Theater, sixaker, !Montgomery Theater, 4 to 5:30 pan.
UNIC’EF Concert, speaker,
Montgomery Theater, 7 to 7:45
p.m.
S.J. Youth Symphony. speaker,
Montgomery Theater, 8 to 9 ;mu.
MenGals Danville Exhibitions,
Civic Auditorium, 8 p.m.
l’isoal Arts
Exhibit, McPurchaso
111
Cabe Hall, lo a in to
DelthMtit ra iOnS and Lectilles.
Met’abe Hall, 10 a.m. to noon
Arts In Action for Children,
-

Drama Department Season Closes,
Last Nights for la Perichole’
they don’t have any money In
the end, e erything works out to
the hest.
Tickcts for the prodn..11,.n .t.
5() cents tor students .to.!
for the g.n. rat public. Ticket-,
may be obtained at the Colle,.,
Theater Box Office, 1.,
the Speech and Drama ili,i,1 ,
Tickets should be reserved but
may he bought at the door before :he performance.

This is the final production of
the semester by the Drama Department. A matinee on Saturday will be at 2 p.m.
Singing, dancing and comedy
center around the involved plot
that takes place in the mythical
kingdom of Lima, Peru. The
scenes are gay anti bright as are
the costumes which are "prebustle."
Essentially, the plot centers
around the Viceroy. wanting Perichole to join his court of lathes in -waiting. Perichole only decides to leave her lover, Paquillo.
because he is too jealous anti

Spartan Spears, sophomore
women’s honorary. semice organization. initiated 17 new members on May 12. The new Spears
were selected on the basis of
service to the college, character,
and scholarship.
The new initiates are Susan
Anderscn, Claudia DeLong, Jean
Fiester, Judith Filice, Carol
Hales, Mimsy Hansen, Judy Kiveil, Pam Mangseth, Kathy NIcearthy, Anita Mitchell, 1.11.1,y
Niederauer, JRnice Parker, .lanis
Rosenthal, Dianne Tsuruda, Donna Tsuruda, Judy Wilson, Pat
Wisler.

FISHER
Dance Studio
269-7446

WANTED!
USED BOOKS

They will sing "Gloria" by Antonio Vivaldi. The Chorus is directed by Dr. Russell Harrison,
associate profes.sor of masic.
Featured soloists in the convert are Nancy Hall, soprano,
Barbara Murray, soprano, Dee
Ann Rogahn, soprano, Carolyn
Butts, contralto and Sally Carwin, contralto.
Accompanists for the Chorus
are Richard Jesson, organ, Mrs.
Louise Bentley, piano and Gary
Gray, Oboe.
The concert is free to everyone.

S. Alarket St., 10 a in. to 4
fts
outdoor Arts and C
Sli.,w, ( ’ity Plaza Parks, 111 a.m.
1,111
.11i, in Industry Exhibit, Me10 a.m. to 9 pro.
cabe
Roving Art!: in Action, Shopoirm Centers, daily.
Its1).31.. 3131. 28
Performing .3 rt
Bandstand, ’0
1.ira...In
to 11 a.m.
San Jose lligh Sellout, liantisi Ind. 11 h. II! a.m.
Itel Mar /bell School, Bandstand, 1 to 2 p.m.
Pioneer !belt Sehool, Bindt :1 p.m.
st.ind.
1.’1,1lim tived
St ..o
,r1;
sprakt..r,
St I Cel Yosin al. 7 to 9 pin.
ialna Game by Busrlier
Schr,),1 Light Opera,

Villky

emp

RENTALS

SUMMER

a

414 E. William

297-8877

1(

Free Theater
Tickets
Free theater tickets with any
purchase or rental. Student
rates on rentals.

Satyagit Ray ’s film "Devi" will
be shown at the Towne Theater.,
1433 The Alain( da. fel. the lamefit of the Intel nati,oial Student
Center.
Tentative dates ft,t ,h.vk
are Thursday, May 28.
;
June 3. Student rites ;or
person.
Tlie film, banned hy iii.
goernment and reeetir,.
released hy l’i,111..
Nehru.
the lirst P.:iy has pioduced sinci "Apo."
"Devi" is currently a sell -ow
at Stanford. Showing w i
"Devi" is a Japanese fill11.

Typewriter
Rentals

$7.ou mo.

ROBERTS TYPEWRITEll CO.
57 So. 4th St.

CY 4-1215
.1111

Lowest
Gas Prices

I’VO11.

LAST NIGHT

10th

IN SAN JOSE
Guaranteed Major Oil Co. Gasoline

Alpha Phi ()incl.:a, nat Dalai
service fraternity, initiated
twelve new members in ceremonies held in t he College
Chapel May 16.
1)urine their semester of pledeing.the new members v....irked on
such projects as teaching handicapped children how to swim
work project at the Camp Stuart
y Scout Camp, manning election and Peace Corps booths CM
Carr PI
anti painting the campus
piratic benches.
The twelve new initiates are
Robert Wilson, Roger Anderson,
Milo’ Graham, Mike Evans. ItlIV
Boirea, F;(1 Caplan, Craig rell.
Bob Asquith, Pant 11.)1/1C,, 1.11111
Itaffeto, Alan Lee, and Robert
G. Wilson.
A dinner dance in honor of the
new members was held Saturday
evening at Plateau Seven.

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th
and William
10th and Taylor
13th and Julian
2391 The Alameda

6th and Keyes

(3 1)1,:,.1s

;,itk

c,f Santa C141,1

2:tAkatuakk jaikkik;

Now At
SWINGING SINGERWayne
Newton, singing star of the
Jackie Gleason Show, is featured presently at the Safari
Room in East San Jose. Tonight
is his last appearance. Minors
are welcome
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VAIL
... a perfect diamond
in a m. A high-fashion setting
STYLED

Y

co,

NO BULL . . .
Jw,f fine, thick ’lacy ;kaki.
and the finest in Sea Foods.
Come in today and try our
delicious Jumbo Prawns
deepfried in Louisiana SelUCC
et just $1.50. Or try our
thick special New York steak
that melts in your mouth for
only $2.05.

(Special 10% Bonus During Finals)

134 E. San Fernando

Dire

SPARTAN
RENTAL SERVICE

1

VISIT OUR LARIAT ROOM

California Book Co.

.11

2 -bedroom apartments for as
low as $80 a month.

Fii11).1.1% 3lAY 29
g .trts
’,I.,. Por,le D;1111.11’,,

APO Initiates
New Members

Reward:
Top Prices Paid
For Used Books

I In.:11
1.’;11’ V.111(1,1,1)1,1,
Street
Dance. 7 lo 8 pm
S.3TUIIDAY, 3IA1’ tili
Old Time C.o. Rally, Valley
Fair. 12 to 2 a
A,VOrell011
G r U 11, speaker,
Bandstand, I, 2 pm.
San Jose Dance Recital, Mont.
gomery Auditorum.
SUNDAY, 3IAV 31
San Jose
,pealter,
!khan gornerY Theater
Chore!’ claar, Stine;
Rita isi ()vela -Ara, ,peak,
C;.1,, Hall. 2:30 to 1 pan.
31trs.D.%V. JUNE 1
I .0.% Itattee and spealt,..,
HMI.
h. 11 pin

in.
:Municipal Chortei,
Ballet
Miici-itc.4 studio, spvalrer. MontAuiliii.ciurn, 8 1).111.

’Devi’ Film Benefit
At Towne Theater

MusicDepartment’sChorus
Sings Vivaldi’s ’Gloria’

15c FROTHY REFRESHSIENTS

,Ina I flower,

’262 S. Market St., 10 a.m. to
4 p.rn.
Outtloor Arts and Crafts
Shows, City Plaza Parks, 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Art in Industry Exhibit, McC’alie Hall, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Roving Arts in Action, Shopping Centers.
High School Exhibit, Valley
Fair Daily.
State College Student Exhibit,
College Art Gallery, daily.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 27
Pert...ruling Arts
Willow Glen Iligh Schodt
Band. Bandstand, 1 to 2 p.m.
Puppeteers, Bandstand, 3 to 4

1-11TS"

Thurs. thru Sat. 9:30 to 1:30 a.m.
Sunday from 5 p.m.

iire

HOWL
I
to 2 p.m.
Bandstand-- James Lick High
School Band, 2 to 3 p.m.
Bandstand -- Barber Shop
Quartets, Sweet Adelines, speaker, 7 to 8 p.m.
Auditorium-- Concert of High
School Orchestra, speaker, 8
p.m.
MontgomeryLight Opera Association, Best of Broadway
Produetiens. 8 p.m.
Visual Exhibits
Purchase Award Exhibit, McCabe Hall, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Demonstrations and Lectures,
McCabe Hall, 10 a.m. to noon.
Arts in Action for C’hildren,
80101,1

FREE
PARK!
AL’S &
EARL’S
38 S. 3rd

111110 tO

Shop et Lo Monaco’s and
choose the style you prefer
from our distinctive Keepsake
collection. You will find terms especially designed for the college
nt.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA
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2904 Alumn Rock Ave.
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& White)
San Jose
251-4100
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1081 W. Son Carle*

CY 7.?417

Owner: Mr. Stephenson
Class of ’58
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1680 The Alameda
295-2406
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norrer
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Flowers
and
Corsages
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Don’t Delay!

10th & Sante Clete

Now we have the finest
precision quality stainless steel
razor blade.
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seleckcl to chaos^ rn
tries for the California Home Furnishings Exposition Show in
San Fram.isc o are (I. to r.) Judith filris, Ser.) West, Del Bowman (center), Carol Niensteadt and Dana Casentina. The show
ends Sunday, lictets are available in the Art Department

Limited supply.
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Varsity Rental
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Hawaiian Eye Entertainer
Ponce Sings, Impersonates

10th and Santa Clara
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Karl’s
Shell Service
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Hurry! Our apaH.rnents for the fall
are going fasi.. Come by and sign
up today.
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Roger Williams Fellowship
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Camp-OtRarna

6:30 Meeting

STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

onward

Topic: -Let’s Go to Camp-
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400 SOU?, FIRST SIRKT

"TALE OF TWO CITIFS"
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- ..1111,f

CY / ,8,00

"THE SILENCE"
-MAID FOR MURDER"
adults $1.49
aturiont, R1.00

"DOCTOR STRANGELOVE"
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"HEROD THE CONQUEROR"
"HERCULES AND THE
CAPTIVE WOMEN"
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Fr. Cyril Leach. Chaplain
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The Catholic Student Centur
Daily Mass
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PLAY 18 HOI,ES OF GOLF IN 2% FIRS.
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
A1.1. GREEN 18 HOLE COT 8-4; 61 l’AR.

ri Rancho Verde
Golf Course and Drivini,r-,
Weekday student green fees
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$1.21
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sr

lour ad here:

time

../rrrrity ,hree centuries Aristotle is
r..)rarded di the father of pohtical
science He constantly emphasized that
the best government was one where the
piercer was distributed amonp, all parts
of the state
Applied to us this would mean that it
is dangerous to concentrate power in
the central government at the expense
of state and local governments
Athens itself provIdes the perfect example of what happens When the cen
nal government of Rome took over all
power and lived by taxing the prow
arms. the result was a creepmg paraly,.% and the downfall of a great empire
Inner weakness. created by a huge
td, consuming federal bureaucracy. is
$ dangerous to a modern republic as
’ was to ancient republics
Voters must decide in this election
w ether an all powerful government do
for people what they can and
%could do for themselves is best for our
nation History teaches that too much
Power corrupts both those who gOyern
11.r1 those who are governed

Before prayer can work for any individual. it is necessary to be on firayin£
grounds with God The basis of prayer is established when any person recognizes
and acknowledges that Jesus Christ died on his beh.all
"therefore being iustilied by faith. we have peace with God throu.
lord Jesus Christ By whom also we have access by faith into this grace e.
we stand. and reioice in hope of the glory of God." (Romans 5.1.
In prayer the Christian does not seek to change God. but to he drawn into
accord with His will and plan.
Prayer properly begins with worship of God, confession of sin. and recogni
tion of Christ as Lord and Saviour. Prayer should be addressed to God the
Father. Whose plans and purposes are carried out according to His sovereignity
and unlailing goodness. Prayer is to be in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ
Whose perfect sacrifice for sin has bridged the gulf between God and man
"For there is one God and one mediator between God and men the my
’
Christ Jesus, Who gave Himself as ransom for all
" (1 Timothy
As High Priest, Jesus Christ actively intercedes on behalf of believer%
they pray.
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Man was designed by His Creator for fellowship with Him Goa ,s
or all lile and truth and to live independently from God is to be entre).’00wrnS of darkness and confusion Infected so completely by s,n man
prefers the darkness and hesitates to come to the light to seek the streneth and
strenglt
help ot God Yet God is all. sufficient and anxious to irripau
and power if man will but come to Him in prayer P.aye. does not ,omt
turally and must be cultivated as a habitual communion with God $-$
wally becomes nearly unbroken and continuous throughout the day
the individual is drawn very close to God and can experience 1.1’.
strength and help The alternative to prayer is "fainting- whicn mean% not Gm,
that problems and burdens mount. but that the behever s hte ceases to hear
eternal fruit.

101 The Alameda -- Suite 111
294-51.60
T Hoduny CI U

"Seeing then that we have a great high priest. that is eased ’nth the
heavens. Jesus the Son of God. let us hold taSt our profession For we have not
a high priest which cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities but
was in all points tempted like as we are. yet without sin Let us therefore come
bo’dly unto the throng of grace. that we may obtain mercy, and find grace fo
help in time of need." (Hebrews 4 15 16)
The Holy Spirit. Who resides in the bodies of all believers. also PlaYs a
vtal role in prayer
"Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities for we know not what 11,,
should pray for as we ought. but the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us
with groanings which cannot be uttered. And He that searcheth the hearts
knoweth what is the mind of the spirit, because He maketh intercession for thc
saints according to the will of God " (Romans 8-26 27)
Prayer knows no bounds, for God Himself enters into the prayers of
Christians. making the bodies of all His children His prayer room in n
’
ialher. Son and Holy Ghost work together to accomplish all that God
and purposes to do.
It is not God WhO is limited or unable, but men who are unwilling tn "n"
mit everything to God in prayer The life of any Christian is only as vain, $
and successful as the believer is willing to let God make it Try pravm
lor yourself
BOX 11791, PALO ALTO
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Competition Strong
For Tokyo Olympics

SJS Enters 24 Spikers
In Cal Relays Tomorrow

By BILL SOLIDAY
was seventh at Rome in 1960 in
The Olympic torch will make its the 191 pound class. Since then
journey from Athens, Greece, he’s been the national champ
petition is
Ire,1 In meet
"A vvorki’s record is a challenge where Tom Tuite, Gene Gurule and
along the 38th parallel to Tokyo, three times, and has represented
!ninny Murphy are entered against ’ some 13 feet 1111114’f that [Hirt.
and not an ultimate."
Japan, this fall for the opening the U.S. twice in world competiThis caption graces the bottom the likes of Bruce Kidd and Jim hots eser. Koh Abers (169.:’ )
ceremonies of the 1964 Olympic tion.
of a photograph in the office of Beatty.
of the %arsity will he the 411114.1.
,,ames.
According to SJS wrestling SJS track coach Bud Winter. The
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Beatty,
a
late
122, 1961
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From the opposite direction, coach Hugh Nlitmloy, Camilleri, philosophy lxhind it is in
the minds fornia Relays, lays claim to the
(ro the remainder of the %
along approximately the same par- has, at .5111. MTh. or another in
of four young men who’ll be trying American record in the two-mile
11
allel, vrill probably come athletes the last three years. beaten most
at 8:29.8, a record which until recompeting tor tne United States, of the top contenders in the
cently Was the world standard.
,.. accompanied
who either :attend or have attended ’world in his weight disision.
I, Maurice C.o.
San Jose State College.
Murphy and Tune are both
This year he’s non five major
I;
Brown
Two of the Important sports
nub nine-minute performers and
tourneys.
.1.; lie in it,
where SJS athletes Mil he trying
Gurule has been flirtint.; with the
An SJS freshman, Loren Miller,
.r. and C,
I .
sat out
for hertlis representing the U.S. also has great Olympic potential,
same barrier,
.1,.
P.ond %%ill
are track and judo, but the list for 1968 if not for 1964, according
the entire dual meet season with
does mit die a limited death to Mumby. Miller should he in cona stomach ailment but is now on ’Nide ancl broad jumps. F
be,t,nd
Indicatthe comeback trail 71%
there. Sex is not a limiting lac- i tention for district honors, v,iiich
ta
ed at the Fresino Relay, by win- While B..ruf
tor, either.
will be grappled for and awarded
ning the 5000 meters in 1.1:1S.6. .tral
Not all SJS competitors trying at Vallejo July 17-18. The finals
Murphy finished fifth :it t Iii
hw the Olympics will be men. Sally will *be at New York, Aug. 24-28.
liatt’s Proportions At Pr/
California Relays last :11:0
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In water polo, another SJS grad
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professionals
With the spring semester rapidly coming to an end. we
want to reduce our entire stock of Vaughn recognized
clothing and sportswear at phenominal reductions to our
many customers. All items to be sold at less then 1/2 price
for a limited time only.

(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)
$4.95-$6.95 HALF SLEEVE SPORT AND DRESS SHIRTS.
Srrnester Clean -Up PRICE
$2.33-$3.33
$5.95 Polished Cotton and Dacron & Cotton $2.8844.33
S29.50-$49.50 Natural Shoulder WASH AND WEAR
SUITS & SPORTCOATS
$14.88-$24.33
SEMESTER CLEAN UP
"950-$59.50 Suit. & Sport Gnat:, in Wool & Wool 131rnds
$19.88-$44.33
SEMESTER CLEAN-UP
S12.95-$24.95 SLACKS, Dacron Blends, Hard Worsteds.
$6.33-$12.33
Selection, NOW
WALK SHORTS, SWEATERS, SOX, TIES and MANY
ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM. STOCK UP FOR SUMMER.

=MT MOTE= MISon
121 South 4th.

VAUGHN’S for Women
Blouses, Sweaters, Dresses & Bermuda’s are our sale
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Aro: ’wenty dime centuries Aristotle is
st
’rirarderl as the father of Polltical
science He constantly emphasized that
the best government was one where the
power was distributed among all parts
of the state
Applied to uS this would mean that :1
is dangerous to concentrate power in
the central government at the expense
of state and local governments
Athens itself provides the perfect ex.
ample of what happens When the central government of Rome took over all
power and lived by taxing the prov
inses, the result was a creeping paralysis and the downfall of a great empire
Inner weakness, created by a huge
tar consuming federal bureaucracy, is
is dangerous to a modern republic as
wa$ to ancient republics
Voters must decIde in this election
w- ether an all powerful government do
for people what they can and
srnuld do for themselves is best for our
’,Ilion History teaches that too much
,siNer corrupts both those who govern
1,1 those who are governed
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Before prayer can work for any individual. it is necessary to tig or. :
grounds with God The basis of prayer is established when any persnu
and acknowledges that Jesus Christ died on his behalf
"Therefore being tugthed by faith. we have peace with God
li:nd Jesus Christ By whom also we have access by faith into this gra
we stand, and reioice in hope of the glory of God." (Romans 51. 2)

Prayer properly begins with worship ol God, confession of sin, and renown
tion of Christ as Lord and Saviour. Prayer should be addressed to God the
Father. Whose plans and purposes are carried out according to His sovereignity
and unfailing goodness. Prayer is to be in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Whose perfect sacrifice tor sin has bridged the gulf between God and mall:
"Tor there is one God and one mediator between God and men. the man
Christ Jesus, Who gave Himself as ransom lor all .
." (I Timothy 2 5 61
As High Priest, Jesus Christ actively
they pray:

LARRY NELSON
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intercedes on

behalf of believers when

"Seeing then that we have a great high priest. that is eased into the
heavens. Jesus the Son of God. let us hold fast our profession For we have not
a high priest which cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities but
was in alt points tempted like as we are. yet without sin. Let us therefore come
bhoeildolynutnirntoe tohfenotherdon.goiole brgerwacse4. titisati6w)e may obtain mercy, and find grace tO
The Holy Spirit. Who resides en the bodies of all believers also plays a
vital role in prayer
"likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities for we know not what v.,
’Amid pray for as we ought: but the Spirit itself maketh intercession lel
with groanings which cannot be uttered. And He that searcheth the heath
ksna6nwhetahccwohrdaitnigs tehemwinadi ooff Gtodbre,Spioiriotm, abnesca8us2e6H2e7)maketh intercession for thc
toth
Prayer knows no bounds, for God Himself enters into the prayers cif
C:nhdrisphuarnpos.semsatoltindgo the bodies of all His children His prayer room ,n
ialher, Son and Holy Ghost work together tO accomplish all that God
for yolturisseiniot God Who is limited or unable, but men who are unwilling to com
mit everything to God in Prayer The life of any Christian is only as victorious
and successful as the believer is willing to let God make tt Try prayer and see

IHYSTEN has itl

’
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In prayer the Christian does not seek to change God. but to be dra
accord with His will and plan.

Letts,. end Sp..., for Each Line)

4 in.

Man was designed by His Creator for fellowship wilh Him Goa
-0’ all life and truth and to live independently from God is to be g’’’
Gowres of darkness and confusion Infected so completely by s,n n1;;:refers the darkness and hesitates to come to the light to seek the
help ot God Yet God is all.sufficient and anxious to impart to us r
and power if man will but come to Him in prayer Eaye, dogs
’
turally and must be cultivated as a habitual communion with God
tually becornes nearly unbroken and continuous throughout ttie day A the individual is drawn very close to God and can crOecsi’r
strength and help The alternative to prayer is "faintinz
"
that problems and burdens mount. but that the believe’ s
-r
eternal fruit
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BUYS YOU THE MOST "INVENTED"
NEW SMALL CAR IN THE WORLD!

SEE THIS RED-HOT SUNBEAM SPORTSEDANAr

Calame’s TRADE CENTER
!sunbeam
Hillman
Eng. Ford G.T.
Authorized Dealer in Santa Clara County
16 unique features, from the individual 4.wheel suspension
snd unique tiltam rear window to the aluminum rear engine
end rack and pinion steering. Unrwaled performance sad
economycruising speed of 70 anph_ up to 40 miles pee

gallon. Roomier than any other i4
4855 Stevens Creek Blvd.

was seventh at Rome in 1960 in
the 191 pound class. Since then
he’s been the national champ
"A world’s record is a challenge I where Tom Tuite, Gene Guride and His hest in meet competition Is
three limes. and has represented and not an ultimate."
ler that marl.
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American record in the two-mile ly scale. 1A’ayne Iferman \slit
ally!, will probably come athletes the last three years, Irate.. most
at 8:29.8, a record which until re- double in the 100 and 220 sprinis.
competing tor tne United States. of the top contenders in the
cently’ was the v.rlii standard.
and ssill
accompanied in the
who either attend or have attended Wilr141 ill Ilk V11.1141111 Ili%
cent uiy with Maurice Compton
Murphy and Tuite are hoth
Sat: Jose State College.
This year irle’S W011 five major
L’ot h Bub Browm and ’loll
19.6
sub nine -minute performers and
Two of the important sports
tourneys.
Ilaughnian will be in the jaselin
Guild.. has been flirting with the
Where lidti athletes will he trying
An SJS freshman, Loren Miller,
ion and Craig l’ergue
sat out
same barrier, Miirpla
for berths representing the U.S.
also has great Olympic potential,
and Lesmr Bond will go ill
the entire dual meet season with
are track and judo, hut the list
for 1968 if not for 1964, according
triple and broad jumps. I.
a stomach ailment but is non on
does not die a limited death
to Murnby. Miller should be in conhas bests of le. -10’2 and .
the comeback trail its he Indic:01there. Sex is not a limiting face
tention for district honors, which
\stile
of 51)-1
Pd ill the Fr...tali Relay,
wintor, either.
will be grappled for and awarded
,111,1
ning the 51100 meters in 14:2%.0.
Not all SJS competitors trying at Vallejo July 17-11a. The finals
Murphy finished fifth at the
tor the Olympics will be men. Sally will be at New York, Aug. 24-28.
V. in
California Relays last :111;
caiffith, normally a student at
In water polo, another SJS grad
a rare won try New 7.1.111111111’,
SJS, has been out of school this will be a strong contender for
Murray Heiberg In 8:44.6.
!semester preparing her challenge Olympic consideration. Jim Mon for the Olympic women’s track sees, who Coach Lee Walton calls
Dean Miller’s freshmen will
the "best ever to go through SJS
DELUXE
ler two relays, going in both II,
fine low hurdler, Miss Griffith in water polo," is now competing
_ LOUNGE
mile and distance medley. The
ecently broke her own national for the Olympic Club in San Franrelay team has an SJS freshm,
THE PENINSULA’S
eord in the 220 lows. She’ll also
.1.E..st ever, of 3:11.4 and Tom Smr,
i.,
ping the wornen’s pentathlon.
i fI ot burdened by a mize hanUNIQUE
FUN SPOT
Lally Shakelford, Bill Johns
addition to her favorite’s role in d
, 11,11141.1, will make it to
and Clyde Wooten v.111 see if th,
DANNY MURPHY
Dr Girl on the led
nearing the crest
the
can improve on it. The distanc
. . . goes against Beatty
he hurdles’
Velvet Swing
At present, :Hiss Griffith Is
of the United states Iwcause of
medley team viill be composed
.
Rana
L
ihi,rrkiinga
v lhiiig 4..
his outstanding moves and accuto prove that statement for them- Dave Soper in the 440, Fran,:
kin! >rate shooting.
Slemp in the half-mile, Bob Bak,
selves tomorrow.
Tisk Piln114C
club, under the stiffen ision of
If the Olympic Club team does
At the California Relays in Mo- in the 1320 and Darrall
Duke Drake. The WOille11.4 Myra well in the trials and in the tour- desto, a healthy two-mile relay ,n the mile.
OLD TIME MOVIES
I’ll’ trials are her Immediate goal
nament which winds up al New team of John Garrison, Mike GiTerry Doe will erimpete in the
SHOOTING GAUDY
aall
lie held ill New York on 1 York in August, Monsees will
beau. Ben Tucker and Jim GroothAug. M.
NEW YEAR’S EVE c
probably make the team, since off, will make their final challenge high jump in an effort to im1
prove on his school frosh record
The
wrestler in SJS his- five players on the winning tournaPAPTY EVERY M’NITE
at the world’s record of 7:19.0.
of 6-81! and John Theittipkins
tory will make his unqualified ment team automatically make the
Winter feels this. will Ile the
nil! he in t he diseus ring. ThompOlympic bid for the second time. I Olympic squad. From the remaindMOONLITE LANES
fine Modesto track
kins has been throwing about
A member of the U.S. team in er of the field, six men will be neek. The
has cushioned the flying spikes
165 feet all week. with startling
woe:
1960 in Rome, Russ Camilleri will chosen on an at -large basis to fill
4
consistency, according to Winter.
of many present and past record
be back to compete in the 191 - the eleven -man roster.
hohlers. and it has the reputapound Greco-Roman division at
San Jose State is also likely to
being conducive to speedy
Toky-o.
present a strong hill of fare in vol- tion of
A 1958 graduate of SJS, Camil- leyball. Always an event vstere clocking..
Joining the quartet of relay men
leri was the Pacific Coast and Far the United States has had trouble
West AAU champ in the 191- and internationally, some help might will be 20 other Spartan athletes,
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
177-pound divisions while here. He be expected from an outfit of SJS including ten freshmen.
most
be
will
State
HI-FI COMPONENTS
PARTS
Jose
ELECTRONIC
San
all-American transfers from Santa
heavily* represented in the two-mile
KITS
Monica City College.
By RUM SOLWAY

The Olympic torch will make its
journey from Athens. Greece,
along the 38th parallel to Tokyo,
Japan, this fall for the opening
ceremonies of the 1964 Olympic
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SJS Enters 24 Spikers
In Cal Relays Tomorrow

Competition Strong
For Tokyo Olympics

241-2095
te111111111

VAUGHN’S
SEMESTER
CLEAN-UP

United Radio & TV Supply Company

Poloists Duel
UOP Sunday

Sall JONI‘ State’s water polo team
undergoes its second and final intgrcollegiate scrimmage illunday in
a meet with University of Pacific.
Game time is 11 a.m. in the Spartan pool.
The mermen made an excellent
showing against the Olympic Club
at Stanford last week. and should
prove strong in the weekend match.
Leading the squad vAll be Ja:ck
Likins, a powerful performer in
spring decathlon as well as scrimmages.
Coach Lee Walton plans to rtm
his first unit for the opening two
quarters. The second unit will take
over for two quarters, and then
perhaps there will be some third
unit action.
Some of the outstanding players
singled out by Walton earlier in
the year are Jim Adams, Ray Arveson. Frank Barnes, Fred Hackett,
Mike Hansen, Al Kelly, and others.
The poloists are rated sixth in the
nation. Judging from the spring
performances. Walton has said that
the men "seem to have picked up
from where they left off last year."

Want To Play
Better Golf?

Less Than 1/2 Price

----------

Mind Carter,
was selected
to go to the 19113 iv.S.-Pan
American games but liee11111.11 in
order
play football for S’elS.,
( 4.;44.11
has a chance, according
Rill Hubbard. Also from Santa
Monica. Rich Drake, Bill Griebenow, and Charles Kill will be
in contention. Another possibility is Paul Campbell, a 1962 allAmerhan.

Slowpitch
’Series Split

Courtesy Discounts to Students
CY 8-1212

1425 W. San Carlos St., S.J.
Open Monl.", T .
1111,111, f

,1, MIR! ilyVONUM

and

FnAdy

Kuuzyff,-zumummuzz,o:

The intramural slov:pitch championship series got under way
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau
with a double&TS might have had a man com- Wednesday night
peting in the Olympics in the header. The Red Hoard clashed
SPECIAL
world’s most popular sportsoc- with the Anchormen in the two of !
cer. Al Korbus, leading scorer last three series. with each team earn. I
STUDENTS’ DINNER
year for Coach Julie Menendez’ ing a win.
Th., N,gis.,
soccer outfit, was named as an alMo,
The Red Hoard took the opera.]
ternate on the American team.
Deacon Skirnmin
Served
Daily:
was
game
5-4. The
& His
However, the U.S. team has al- by a score of
4:30- COO p.m.
extra innings with the
Dixieland Piano
ready been eliminated from Olym- forced into
t,a,
at I-1. In the
Susiiy:
&
pic consideration in a series of SCOW’ knotted
ill a_m 8 Oa r
of the sixth inning. Bob Boon,
Den Marley end
pre-Olympic matches.
.
homer to clinch the win
His Hefbrau Band
.
’
Menendez knows something clouted a
DeCoit picked up the victor
about the Olympics him,elf. since Steve
hurling a three -hitter.
he was the boxing coach in the lw
garden Cali llofirau
1960 Olympics at Rome, where , In the second contest, the All1..
back
thundering
51
So. Market
came
CI 7-2002
-5:
Cassius Clay was light-heavY- chormen
1,(11-01.
n. n n,,n
weight titlist in international com- collect eight runs. while holciin.: ribl.(11r
Shay,
the fluird scoreless. Jerry
petition.
In all, it will be an interesting and Ken Berry led the hitting al year, the kind of year that hap- tack by belting two doubles each
pens only once every magic four. Sam Liipis.,y connected for
threis-b.,_.. in the duel.
pitch championship and
The
PRETTY GOOD?
fastpitch town,
In the 1896 Olympics ’Minims the all -col le.’
1.1 Burke of the Ilirstiai Athletic ment put IF’, hit on the 1963-6-1 Alanager of the
Club starred for the I ’ruled States tramoral
by sweeping to amazing %vans in Year, Ath1.le of the Year, and the
the 100 meters arid 400 meters. top team v. ,11 he announced next
Ili% times were 12 0 and 7,12.
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41.100.41r,
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FOR THRIFTY SPARTANS ONLY

Learn from teaching
professionals
With the spring semester rapidly coming to an end, we
want to reduce our entire stock of Vaughn recognized
clothing and sportswear at phenominal reductions to our
many customers. All items to be sold at less than 1/2 price
for a limited time only.

(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

$29.50-$49.50 Natural Shoulder WASH

-7oodOase and 27aticti .gree

Highest

ality at Lowest Prices

JOHN McMULLIN
6 lessons

%hen you hese n new Honda outpide )(nor
door.

2 people $35/couple

$4.95-$6.95 HALF SLEEVE SPORT AND DRESS SHIRTS.
Se.mester Clean -Up PRICE .
$2.33-$3.33
$5.95 Polished Cotton and Dacron & Cotton $2.88-$4.33
AND

BETTY HICKS

WEAR

SUITS & SPORTCOATS
SEMESTER CLEAN UP

514.88-$24.33
S39.50-$59.50 Suit & Sport Coats in Wool & Wool Blends
$19.88-$44.33
SEMESTER CLEAN-UP
$12.95-$24.95 SLACKS, Dacron Blends, Hard Worsteds,
1,t9e Selection, NOW
$6.33412.33
WALK SHORTS, SWEATERS, SOX, TIES and MANY
ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM. STOCK UP FOR SUMMER.

3 people $15/each
4 people $12/each
Individual rates $5

Student Rates
500 bucket
only
35c with ASB card

You eau come 111111 go a. ,011 plea., and spend
are s.

3 1 9

hardly a penny doing it. flonila

REGULAR

nomieal lap to 200 miles per gallon of gas i
1110’11 lit into rsen the tightest budget and

339

sidl lease rattling around mom.).
For a complete selection of Honda models and

Sao Jose Honda can’t he heat. Drop into
:}111

110111111’S Mllou

from campus

. .

. .

a block

ETHYL

1.1‘irel the Honda that’s

light for ,oii imil your pocket book.
(the complete sr

STUDENT CLOT= =I

San Jose Fairways
nor Brokaw Rd.

VAUGHN’S for Women

295 9542

121 South 4th. San Jo..e

Blouses, Sweaters, Dresses & Bermuda’s are our sale
’toms for youlh

offl

S1N4 JOSF,

HON DA
HI So. 3ril

(across Belabor* from Hyatt House)

ce 041 nn)

SILVA SERVICE
295-8968

S

’

29:i-7525

LATE FOR CLASS7WE WILL PARK IT FOR YOU

10"---

P

A worn) leo THE
V/ SE!

AT
BOOK
SELLING
TIME

AT
BOOK
SELLING
TIME
"PROTECT YOUR BOOKS"

PUT SOME FORM OF IDENTIFICATION IN EACH

name is not enough
mark a special page or place
be able to identify your books
NOTE
ALL THREE BOOKSTORES SERVING THIS CAMPUS WILL DO
ALL POSSIBLE TO PREVENT THE THEFT OF BOOKS
positive identification will be required and keyed to all books purchased by these stores.

SELL YOUR BOOKS EARLY WHILE THE PRICES ARE HIGH ! !
THIS MESSAGE IN THE INTEREST OF STUDENT WELFARE
SPONSORED JOINTLY BY

Spartan Bookstore

California Book Company

Roberts Book Store
AI

ii,

All...._

